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What are these FAQs for?
How many authorisations am I allowed?
Am I licensed to use my beats commercially?
How can I add more beats to Beat Producer?
Are updates to Beat Producer free?
How do I stay up-to-date with Beat Producer news?
Can I buy Beat Producer without any content?
Why can't the demo version load anything?
What happens if my machine ID changes?
What is the relevance of my machine ID?
What hosts is the plug-in version of Beat Producer compatible with?
What do I need to use Beat Producer?
How do I install Beat Producer?
What file formats can Beat Producer read?
What is Beat Producer Solo?
How do I authorise Beat Producer?

What are these FAQs for?
Initially we'll try and pre-empt the questions we expect to get from our users, but after that we'll
add to these FAQs with the questions we frequently get asked so it evolves over time and
hopefully will resolve most of your queries without the need for you to ask a question we already
have an answer for, so try and always check these first.

How many authorizations am I allowed?
Purchasing a single copy of Beat Producer grants you a single, non-transferable license to use
the software and samples supplied. You cannot transfer your license so please do not resell Beat
Producer. You buy the right to use it and the samples for life but no rights to transfer them or any
associated rights to any third party. License files have to be issued to activate the functions of
the ONE engine (aside from the demo content). This activates all versions that share the same
machine ID - essentially all versions on that computer, with a few exceptions. You will need new
license files when you buy a new computer or make significant hardware changes that make the
software believe it is on a new computer. These are issued upon request by repeating the
authorization process but are restricted in number and issued only at the discretion of AMG.
However they will be issued unless there are reasonable grounds to suggest the authorizations are
being used by third parties rather than the licensee.

Am I licensed to use my beats commercially?
When you purchase Beat Producer or any of our Expansion Packs you buy a single user license to
use the sounds included in your music. The only limit to their use is that they cannot be used in
Production Music or in the production of any competitive product. If you have any doubts
please feel free to contact us to confirm your proposed use is covered by the standard license. We
can agree to special licenses to allow the use of samples not covered by the standard license with
prior agreement.

How can I add more beats to Beat Producer?
Yes. You can add your own loops in many industry standard formats such as REX Files, Apple
Loops, ACIDized WAV Files and more, or buy Expansion Libraries such as Metropolis or
Infinite Groove.

Are updates to Beat Producer free?
All minor updates are free and are made available via the Beat Producer mailing list. There may
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be relatively small charges made in future for any major updates to the ONE software engine.

How do I stay up-to-date with Beat Producer news?
Please join our mailing list to be kept informed. You can also subscribe to the FAQ RSS feed too.

Can I buy Beat Producer without any content?
Yes. The Standard Version you can download from here for $50 doesn't include any library. You
can buy the Pro Version for $99 that includes the Core Library or add this and other libraries at a
later date if you decide to go for the standard version to start with.

Why can't the demo version load anything?
The demo version times out after a short while and will only load the provided demo beats. Once
authorized it will load all your compatible files and the supplied library of beats.

What happens if my machine ID changes?
If your computer's machine ID changes Beat Producer will cease to be authorized and not load or
preview anything other than the supplied demo material. This can be the result of changes with
your computer's hardware or software. If your license file is in the right place but Beat Producer
has stopped working check your machine ID against the one included in the e-mail you were sent
with your license file. If your machine ID has changed you simply have to apply for a new license
file the usual way.

What is the relevance of my machine ID?
Your machine ID is the 'fingerprint' of your computer. It's what Beat Producer uses to identify and
authorize your computer. It authorizes all version of Beat Producer on that computer.

What hosts is the plug-in version of Beat Producer compatible with?
Virtually everything is covered by the formats Beat Producer is supplied in - VST, Audio Units, and
RTAS. Check if your host DAW (Digital Audio Workstation) supports one or more of these formats
and before ordering download the demo version and test it out on your system to make absolutely
certain.

What do I need to use Beat Producer?
You need a Mac or PC that meets the minimum requirements as shown in the sidebar of the
Features page. That will allow you to use the Standalone version at least. You probably will wish to
use it in a host DAW though so you probably also need a DAW that's compatible with either the
VST, Audio Units or RTAS formats too. This includes DAWs such as Logic, Cubase, Digital
Performer, Live, Pro Tools, GarageBand, and many more - pretty much everything. But check
and test out the demo version downloadable from this site before ordering. You also need some
hard disk space and a keyboard to trigger Beat Producer too - but you almost certainly have these
anyway.

How do I install Beat Producer?
Full details of how to install Beat Producer is in the 'read me' included and a guide is on the Tour
page. Basically though you simply run the installer for the version you wish to use and copy any
content included to your HD. You then authorize Beat Producer and make sure the library paths on
the OPTIONS screen point at where your libraries are. You then must make sure you place the
license file you are sent in one of these locations to complete the authorization of that computer.
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It activates all versions on that computer but cannot be transferred so you have to repeat the
whole process to use Beat Producer on a new computer in the future.

What file formats can Beat Producer read?
Beat Producer can load loops in REX (.rex and .rx2), Apple Loops and ACIDized WAV File
formats. These are all 'smart' formats provide all the loop editing features. Beat Producer can also
load WAV and AiFF files to use as simple audio files or integrate into loop grooves or step
sequences.

What is Beat Producer Solo?
Beat Producer Solo is basically a cut-down, one-rack version of Beat Producer with a few subtle
differences. It's basically a 'demo' of Beat Producer. More details will follow in due course.

How do I authorise Beat Producer?
You authorize Beat Producer you have to visit the OPTIONS screen and click on the machine ID.
You then either need to register directly on-line or copy the machine ID to your clipboard, transfer
it to a computer connected to the net and apply from there. You will be sent a license file you then
need to place into one of your designated library/content folders to activate Beat Producer's
features.


